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CREATIVE VILLAGES CONFERENCES
| Bled | Hinterstoder | Illingen | Marianka | Moosburg |
| Munderfing | Nenzing | Săliște | Zwischenwasser

Five events on “Public Participation
in Innovation Processes in Rural Communities”
Residents of nine central European communities take part in a European Unionfunded conference series: Creative Villages Conferences. The participants –
mayors, heads of department, politicians, and citizens – want to find new ways to
make creative and innovative processes happen, for themselves and in their
communities. Starting from spring 2013 the participants are invited to visit certain
villages of the network – all of these host communities being a role model for the
subject of the prevailing conference – and get an insight in the villages’ approach,
strategies and projects. Best-practice examples, key notes and lectures of
innovation experts complete the full picture, in order to enable participants to
develop innovative ideas or specific projects for the participating villages. These
conferences are the base for a European network, where cooperation projects can
be developed: a platform of innovative communities of Central Europe - the
"Creative Villages".
The subjects these conferences are dealing with have a big impact on how future
will be approached in these communities – and therefore have a huge relevance for
the citizens themselves.
April 2013 / Zwischenwasser / Building culture and energy efficiency in rural areas
July 2013 / Hinterstoder / Creative industries in rural areas
October 2013 / Moosburg / Future of education in rural areas
March 2014 / Illingen / Vacancy management in rural areas
June 2014 / Vienna / Public Participation – Committed Citizens
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CVC1 | Zwischenwasser | 26 - 28 April 2013

Building culture and energy efficiency
The first Creative Villages Conference took place in Zwischenwasser/Vorarlberg
from 26th to 28th of April 2013, dealing with building culture and energy
efficiency. 60 participants of five central European municipalities came together to
discuss successful strategies and gained first-hand insights in how Zwischenwasser
dealt with these topics.
Participation and Building Culture
Prior to and together with the Creative Villages Conference, a two-day conference
of the persons responsible for building culture in the administrations of the county
districts of Austria was held in Zwischenwasser. Participants of the CVC mingled
with these experts for the Friday Program: In an afternoon-excursion, innovative
buildings like schools, a home for elderly people, a little shop (“Dorfladen”) and
private houses in Zwischenwasser and its neighboring municipalities Röthis and
Klaus were visited. Architects and project managers spoke about form, function
and development of the buildings, that are not only of high architectural quality
but also innovative in the aspect of energy efficiency.
In the opening lecture, Professor Adrian Meyer of the ETH Zürich spoke about the
aspects of architecture in society and the interaction of these components.
On Saturday morning the mayor of Zwischenwasser, Josef Mathis, held a speech
regarding the development of building culture in Zwischenwasser. The
architectural advisory board plays a key role in this best-practice-approach and has
consulted the municipality for over 20 years in architectural questions. Another
presentation reported about the “vor ort ideenwerkstatt”, which took place two
weeks earlier in Zwischenwasser. In this participation project the inhabitants
discussed how a municipality should deal with its free building space with regard to
Zwischenwasser’s areal development concept.
Participation of the public in energy issues
Inspired through the role model Zwischenwasser, the municipality Illingen in
Germany also wants to introduce an architectural advisory board. Moreover the
idea of participation of the public and green mobility proved popular. Especially
the lecture of Manfred Hellrigl, head of the “Büro für Zukunftsfragen” who spoke
about the model of “Bürgerräte”, was impressive. A “Bürgerrat” is a form of public
participation where 12-16 randomly selected citizens develop solutions to a given
topic. This form of public participation is already established in the state
constitution of Vorarlberg as a form of democracy.
Through the day the participants developed new concepts and solutions for
problems regarding their own municipalities. The wide range of topics includes
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local public traffic in rural areas, carbon dioxide reduction and the raising of
awareness regarding building culture. The participants were able to benefit
through the exchange of ideas and best practice examples and were able to gain a
new viewpoint on their own problems in their municipalities.
Learn from each other
Even before the conference a lecture by Joseph Mathis, at that time mayor of
Zwischenwasser, inspired a Romanian community, Săliște, to carry out the first
architectural competition in rural areas of Romania, which was quite revolutionary
for Romania. Therefore a delegation from Săliște has come to the Creative Village
Conference to learn even more intense from Zwischenwasser. The mayor of
Săliște, Horațiu Răcuciu, is now motivated to change the spatial planning with the
aid of public participation in Săliște. Josef Mathis is convinced that the conference
will lead to new, innovative ideas and that the conference was able to transfer the
knowledge of Zwischenwasser on a European level.

CVC2 | Hinterstoder | 19 – 21 July 2013

Creative Industries
Already 20 years ago, Hinterstoder has begun to use creative industries, civic
participation, strategic development projects and project partnerships to change
the future of the municipality to the better. During the Creative Villages
Conference residents of six central European communities took a closer look on
how Hinterstoder implements projects, they exchanged their own experiences on
creative industries and got impulses from creative experts to learn how they can
benefit from the creative industries in order to improve citizen participation and
innovation processes.
A creative upgrade with a fine view
From 19th to 21st of July the Creative Villages Conference took place in
Hinterstoder to discuss the role of creative industries in rural areas. Participants
from Bled, Hinterstoder, Illingen, Marianka, Moosburg, Munderfing, Werfenweng
and Zwischenwasser gained an insight in how design, building culture and public
participation can influence a municipality like Hinterstoder.
Guest speakers like the founder of the first co-working space in Austria, Stefan
Leitner-Sidl, and initiator of the local TV station “dorf TV” Otto Tremetzberger, as
well as the local public participation expert Julia Körber informed the participants
about creative ideas, which have already taken shape in Hinterstoder.
Three leading topics could be identified throughout the discussion: urbanity,
Europe and “upgrade”. The conclusion of the conference was that innovation
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needs scope for development, Europe has to become more aware and public
participation can sometimes be started by a little provocation. Due to the ideas of
Julia Körber, the “upgrade” initiative is very likely to be implemented in some of
the Creative Villages. Other ideas produced at the conference include a new
European landmark in Furx and co-working space as a centre of a rural
municipality.
Another focus was the question of how to attract creative industries in a rural
municipality and here the conference contributed valuable ideas and input to
answer the question. Most important is that there is an open discussion of ideas
and free space for innovation as well as a creative atmosphere.
The relaxed and productive atmosphere was a consequence of the charming
municipality Hinterstoder and the hospitality of its inhabitants. The exchange of
ideas from citizens with different backgrounds and branches raised awareness that
flagship municipalities have to work hard for their status – but in the end there are
more ideas than problems.

CVC3 | Moosburg and Bled | 3 - 6 October 2013

Future of Education
From 3rd to 6th of October the Creative Villages Conference took place in
Moosburg/Carinthia as well as in Bled/Slovenia. The main topic of the conference
was education and the fact that every community can play a major role in
improving the local education situation. A lot of valuable ideas where generated
and the participants returned home with specific concepts to improve the situation
in their home villages.
A centre for topics concerning the future in Bled/Slovenia.
A field trip in Bled at the beginning of the conference on Thursday led to the “Jury
tower” of the well-known rowing centre, in which the exhibition “cold and hot –
building culture in the sea- and thermal region of the Adriatic alps” was
inaugurated. During the excursion the redesigning of the rowing centre, the sea
promenade as well as the general development of Bled was presented. On Friday,
the main topic was education in Bled. The kindergarten, the primary school and the
secondary school of Bled are going to be renovated soon and the head of the
village department Matjaž Berčon and the architect Peter Šenk introduced the
participants to the project. A major consideration of the project was to keep the
educational centre in the village centre instead of building it outside at the
municipal border.
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Moosburg – Education is essential for communal development
The conference in Moosburg started with a get-together and a field trip in small
groups through Moosburg. Afterwards the outdoor-exhibition “Moosburg scans”
was inaugurated. The photographer and artist Kurt Hörbst took pictures of 40
citizens of Moosburg lying on the ground and formed realistic images in real size.
The open air project is meant to stimulate the village centre and to generate
spatial quality – also in the evening, when the images are illuminated.
European education conference
On Saturday the European education conference was initiated and representatives
of the Creative Villages Bled, Hinterstoder, Illingen, Marianka, Moosburg,
Munderfing, Sălişte and Zwischenwasser as well as other visitors participated in the
conference. In the gym of the educational campus of Moosburg, experts of various
fields of education presented their knowledge and experience. Among them were
the professor of tuitional- and educational science of the Alpen-Adria-University
Klagenfurt Florian Müller, the mayor and initiator of the educational campus
Herbert Gaggl as well as Hubert Pirker, representative of the European parliament
and Rudolf Altersbergerl, educational authority of Carinthia. Furthermore the
governor of Carinthia, Peter Kaiser and Kurt Nekula, head of the Ministry of
education, spoke to the audience about the future of education in Carinthia.
“The future of education in rural areas” was also the main topic for the following
workshops, where the participants dealt with aspects of development of
educational projects as well as the class room in the future. The village Moosburg
has set themselves the goal to become “the educational village in Austria” until
2020. Moosburg can be seen as a best-practice example for the other participating
communities. Especially the educational campus, which represents the
cooperation between kindergarten, primary school and new secondary school and
the structural and methodical changes in Moosburg encouraged new thinking. An
example for the new approach is the mutual continued education of all three
educational institutions as well as the synergies of the usage of common
resources.
Beside the individual learning outcomes of all participants and representatives of
the Creative Villages, a common conclusion was generated. One major factor of
educational development can be found in the cooperation of the different
educational institutions such as kindergarten, primary school and secondary
school, together with the awareness for development in this area. All
representatives of the Creative villages returned home with valuable ideas and a
“declaration for the future of education”, which sums up the main ideas of the
Creative Villages Conference in Moosburg and Bled.
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CVC4 | Illingen, Germany | 20 – 23 March 2014

Solutions for a lower vacancy rate
The Creative Villages Conference took place from 20th to 23rd of March 2014
concerning the topic of coping with abandoned property on community level in
Illingen/Germany. During these four days the main goal was to develop coping
strategies regarding the problem of abandoned property and unused living space.
Guest speakers from Germany and Austria described the cause and background of
the problem area and showed best practice cases, where vacancy was seen as a
potential for development and an impulse for the implementation of “Changing
strategies”.
Structural change led to vacancy problems
On Thursday, 20th of March, an excursion through Saarland took place as an
opening program. Karl Kleineberg, the former head of the structural change
development in Saarland as well as Andrea Berger, the manager of vacancy in
Illingen, gave some interesting insight regarding the topic of coping with
difficulties in context with vacancy. Practical examples in the region of Saarland
displayed the participants the impacts of such abandoned property, such as e. g.
the Forsthaus Pfaffenkopf, a revitalized old farmhouse, the mining museum
Carreau Wendel in France with spectacular architecture and informative guides in
the old mine or the “Förderturm” (winding tower) of Göttelborn, which can now
be used as lookout tower.
Demography as pacemaker for vacancy programs
On Friday mayors and municipal administrators of Saarland were invited to join the
conference about demography in Illingen. Top class speakers as Dr. Armin König,
mayor of Illingen, Reinhold Jost, Minister of environment and consumer
protection, Gerd Rainer Damm from the Home Office, Michael Sossong, head of
the bureau of statistic and Professor h.c. Dr. Karl Ziegler from the technical
university Kaiserslautern among others shared their knowledge with the
participants and gave valuable insight in the topic of demography.
Best practice leads to emulation
The following excursion through Illingen showed some best practice examples of
conversion, revitalization and future development in Illingen. The major outcome
of the excursion was the fact that there should be more awareness for the topic of
vacancy in the community. Awareness can be stimulated by unconventional
actions, a contact person in the municipality and personal contact with
homeowners.
Keynote speaker Matthias Hartman, mayor of the municipality Unterstinkenbrunn
in Lower Austria, who conducted research on abandoned property in his
municipality, concludes that to change the situation of vacancy it will need
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different factors. A funding model, higher awareness regarding the topic of
vacancy, an improved relation to reality of the homeowners regarding the market
prices as well as innovative utilization concepts where mentioned in this context.
Moreover, a moderate tax on abandoned property was discussed afterwards with
the participants. Keynote speaker Roland Gruber, the initiator and organizer of the
“Leerstandskonferenz” (vacancy conference) in Austria, provided an insight in
three different practical examples of vacancy management: Haag started with the
organisation of a summer theatre to put new life to the center, which was followed
by an enormous rise in high quality architecture in the whole town. In Haslach the
engagement of architect Josef Schütz lead to the revitalization of an old and
vacant factory and the revitalization of some single houses in the city center, which
brought great impulses for the development of the village.
On Saturday the focus of the conference lay on best practice examples. Dr. Ing.
Sven Uhrhan of the Regionalverband Saarbrücken (regional association) gave
numerous examples as a stimulus for further projects. Klaus Häusler of the
Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaft (association for the stimulation of economy)
spoke about the opportunities and limitations of an active business area
management. Subsequently Johann Stixenberger gave insight into the success
story of Waidhofen/Ybbs in Lower Austria, where vacancy could be reduced from
30% to almost 0%.
The program on Sunday included working in groups and generating ideas and
action approaches to tackle real live vacancy problems in the communities. The
municipalities presented a real case scenario, which was on debate in the
community. With numerous valuable ideas and thoughts for the local work, the
participants returned home from a productive and informative conference in
Illingen, where the social aspect of the exchange among the participants didn’t go
short.
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CVC5 | Vienna | 13 – 15 June 2014

Public Involvement and Participation
The fifth and last Creative Villages Conference took place in Vienna from 13th to
15th June 2014. The focus of this last event lay on people committed to innovative
processes in rural areas: involved citizens.
Civic Participation - Best Practice
Those dedicated people of the Zukunftsorte and Creative Villages presented their
own projects and inspired the audience with their experience on civic participation
processes. Zwischenwasser, Vorarlberg, established for example an annual
Volunteers´ Day, where about 120 inhabitants work together to clean hiking trails,
keep parks in good condition and care for other tasks in the municipality. Săliște,
Rumania, started an exchange project with teachers in Austria. Hinterstoder,
Upper Austria, launched a two-day village festival (“Dorffest”) with the help of the
initiative upgrade. Furthermore they organized dance classes, a ball as well as
monthly meetings to maintain the village community. In Nenzing, Vorarlberg, new
settlement models were designed and the local outdoor pool along with the
leisure facility modified, all by using citizen participation. Moreover they engaged
trainees from the village to design a local roundabout and provided pupils of the
local school with a budget of 5.000 Euro to realize their ideas – as a result, a beach
volleyball court will be built this summer.
Public Involvement Experts
Five lectures at the Vienna University of Technology covered a wide range of
participation-related issues like the psychological effects of the occupancy of one’s
living environment or different forms of participation processes in municipalities.
Best practice examples concerning participation in construction projects and
regional development processes, self-empowerment of young people (so-called
“Jugendräte”) as well as examples from small interventions in Saarland,
characterised by little effort and great outcome, were presented and helped
gaining a deeper understanding of the topic. Key element of all lectures was the
fact that all municipalities should encourage and support participation to benefit
from the results: when citizens are able to participate actively and take part in
decisions that concern themselves, they automatically take over responsibility for
a project, building or festival. As a consequence, activity and motivation of the
citizens to participate rises and lasts. For the participation process it is much better
that many people help a little than few people help a lot. Furthermore
participation processes must have a clear goal and a limited duration. Moreover
citizens need to be actively approached, they need incentive and appreciation.
Open Space Workshops
Subsequently, participants worked in small groups to find solutions for various
fields of interest and actual problems: “How can we motivate people to actively
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participate?”, “How do innovative processes work in a non-innovative milieu?”,
“How can I convince the local council? As an essential condition to motivate
citizens it was stated that the presence of those responsible, honest
communication at eye level, appreciation of all people involved, celebration of
intermediate targets and success as well as open exchange of information is
important. A key element is not just activating pragmatists but especially visionary
and creative people, citizens, who think different and desire to change society.
When various opinions in the municipality encounter each other, e.g. between
conservative and progressive work groups, it is important to find a consent, not
only a compromise. Another crucial aspect is the bond between the citizens and
their village. The easiest way to cultivate this bond is as early as in the childhood
through the local school, leisure facilities or training and development. “When
someone feels connected to their hometown, they want to stay there and enjoy it.
And they take a stand for it.”
Celebrations
Besides the challenging content-related work throughout the weekend there was
also time to celebrate: the opening of the communal consulate
(Kommunalkonsulat), the last closing event of the conference series and the
presence of so many committed citizens.

The “Creative Villages Conferences” are arranged by: Municipality of Zwischenwasser.
Concept and organization: „Zukunftsorte“ and „Die Landinger – Büro für Verknüpfungen“.
The project is supported by the European Union, program “Europe for citizens”
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication
reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible
for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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